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WOVOdat is the World Organization of Volcano Observatories’ (WOVO) Database of Volcanic Unrest. Volcanoes
are frequently restless but only a fraction of unrest leads to eruptions. We aim to compile and make the data of
historical volcanic unrest available as a reference tool during volcanic crises, for observatory or other user to compare or look for systematic in many unrest episodes, and also provide educational tools for teachers and students
on understanding volcanic processes. Furthermore, we promote the use of relational databases for countries that
are still planning to develop their own monitoring database. We are now in the process of populating WOVOdat in
collaboration with volcano observatories worldwide. Proprietary data remains at the observatories where the data
originally from. Therefore, users who wish to use the data for publication or to obtain detail information about
the data should directly contact the observatories. To encourage the use of relational database system in volcano
observatories with no monitoring database, WOVOdat project is preparing an installable standalone package. This
package is freely downloadable through our website (www.wovodat.org), ready to install and serve as database
system in the local domain to host various types of volcano monitoring data. The WOVOdat project is now hosted
at Earth Observatory of Singapore (Nanyang Technological University). In the current stage of data population,
our website supports interaction between WOVOdat developers, observatories, and other partners in building the
database, e.g. accessing schematic design, information and documentation, and also data submission. As anticipation of various data formats coming from different observatories, we provide an interactive tools for user to convert
their data into standard WOVOdat format file before then able to upload and store in the database system. We
are also developing various visualization tools that will be integrated in the system to ease user on querying and
viewing the data. As soon as the database is sufficiently populated, data and tools will made accessible to public
users.

